Introduction.
The following formulae will be established: If |ampz| <3tt/2, i?(l-m)>0, f V"(.l + X)im-),2KM1 + 4VM + 2X)dX Ti-m-«)T(1 + n + v)\2 / \ 1 + » + v, 2+2re/'
These two formulae will be deduced from more general formulae [(9) and (14) below] by means of the formula PZil + 2X)
For the definition of the ^-functions, the reader is referred to (T. M. Macrobert, Functions of a complex variable, 4th ed., Glasgow, 1954, p. 352) . Formula (1) will be proved in §3 by means of the following subsidiary formula These formulae are to be found in the book referred to on pp. 353, 389, 393 and 394 respectively.
2. Proof of the subsidiary formula. To prove (4) expand each 7i-function on the right hand side of (4) by means of (5), add similar terms, so getting E(a, p::eiTz) -E(a, fi::e'iTz) = 2wi
where we have used the well known formula F(a; p; z) =e"F(p-a; p; -z). If we apply (5) again, formula (4) On substituting from (6) on the left hand side of (9) and changing the order of integration it becomes -z'f e-'itSit'-r^dt f e-^i2t-\^F[a' ' ' )d\.
From (7), it follows that the inmost integral is equal to T(y){T{a)TiP)}-\zy4t)-yE(a, fi: :z*/2t).
Thus on replacing t by 2t, the expression reduces to
Here substitute for the last E-f unction from (4); and the expression becomes r(<y)(z/2)Sa+2<H-''-2^1! 1 ("°X E -: I <rttr-*-a-<iEi\ -a, 1 -fi::eirz2/4t)dt, i,-i 4-iriJ o and from this by applying (8), (9) follows. Special cases. In (9), take a = -m -n, /?= -w + re + 1, 7 = 1-m, apply (3) and so obtain (1).
Next, by expanding each E-function on the right hand side of (9) by means of (5) Proof of (14). In (10), let it be assumed that 72(7)0, 72(5/4-7 +p/2+a)>0 72(5/4-7+^/2+/3)>0 and let amp z decrease by ir/2, so that z/i is written for z, then, since K,(t)=i"G,(it), we have f \r-\\ + X)-"/2G"(z(l + \)l'2)F(a, 0; 7; -\)d\ = -i~' 
